
: Tfie ap@ro&hes &ken by other worker+ using c&nical and physica modifica- 
tion iSthe.gl&s sz&ce are examined, The gas pha~+ etching of soda glass is investi- 
gated :by ysirying the etching te&pe+ure and studying the results by use of the 
s&nriing ~ekctr&mkk&c~pe agd. by q+a& angle qSsurernents. The rok of the 
&ilvg~%. us& in the ~dynamic and statig coating procedurks k examined and it is shown 

. . that. @f3 prese;lce pf this SoIverit km&&s .the co&ct an&e between- the stkionary 
hhge and .the g&s stiace. This effect cati be sufficiently overcome by double 
@&o&k .cWoride &hing to. enable eyeri the most poIar phases to be coated success- 
hEIy* 

: 

LNTktlDUCTIGBZ 

:- 
The ttaditional &e of-open-tube columns is in t&e anaiysis of natural products .’ 

: where %igh resolution is necessruy. The lengths of column used iti this field of analysis 
& ~@Iqr 3040 m. If short& tihmns (IO-30 m) are used, however, an increase in 

: iFed of andyds c& be achieved at the expense of rtiolution. 
.: .% ijrocess control, equality control and .technical Service work, data-processing 

-. s$stemsr-are commotiplaqz in the larger laboratories. T&r use he Ied to savings in 
,_ i&bour-cqsts ‘a&d czkulation-~+zk. The‘next &uitful area of investigation might be 

’ L ip thi=.r+Ucti~~ Of analysti t&n& -so @at inforqmeon. is more rapidly available and 
.-.--.~-~~~.analJ;~~..ppr tinit time can be $qrrkd out on a gas chromatograph. Wfien com- 

~.ii+2,t$lf&. eq+vdent- packed &ohnnn, @proved resolkion is. still apparent, even 
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z-fso~ving &w+r r&her &at sefg&&&yl pus, ~~--nse-ofo~~~~bk,~~~-~~ 

packed coi& in OF @doirafory offers -r!hr+ possihle~~~~~g~i-cf)--~~c~~~- in_ 
analysis t+ne, (2) Gcprovement in +jztoma& peak detection;-a@@j &dutitioii & -the 
n~of~~~~ofc~nmn~fo~-~~.~~~.~-‘~ -~-~--: : 

Open-tube cohmns made &s&z&s steet have bee&~& re&hr zmd wide us& 
in m&q M3oratories for -Some yeas, The interm& bore 6f su& _cplumns iC+as3y 
coated with a wide range &Xationary p&ses, pr&aE&-becati of the seee rough:. 
ness produced in the drawing process. Stain&s steel as a mate&I of cons&u&on for 
.~~~n-tube columns is satisfactory iti ttie analysis of most hydrocarbons. its hi&h sur- 
face activity, however, makes it unsuitable for the an&s% of certain heat-sensitiv& 
labile and very polar compounds. Glass, OIL the other-hand, has a s&rfac& dich, 
though not perfect, is less active than that of stainless steel. .- 

The problems of coating nOn-p0Ia.r phases onto glass have I&g&y &n solved 
but in order to achieve a wide use it is clearQ desirable to be able to produce a@tis 
open-tube cohmin coated with any stationary ph&e and this is the main aim of the 
work describe&in this paper. 

EVEW OF THE PROBLEM 

The non-chromatographic wo&of Zismanz and Fox ef al.* explains many of 
the phenomena observed in the production of open-tube cohunns. Zisman has ad- 
vanced two concepts which are relevant to gas chromatography.. Firstly, ~the idea of 
critical surface tension, defined as that value oLFthe liq*d surface tepion above dvhich 
liquids show finite contact angles on the given surface, i.e., the c&&ii surf- ten&on 
ol’ the sulTacee, must b&numerically higher than the surf& tension of the liquid for 
complete wetting. Secondly, ffie fact -that the wetting properties of soIid surf&es can 
be seridusiy modified by adsorbed organic layers. 

Three different approaches have already been taken to achieve the a&s of 
universal coatability, _vLz. work on surface com$atibiity, work on carbonisation, ed 
ezching. 

Wqrk on sm-ce compat&%ty. Grob3 was the- Crst wdrker to piorreer -this ap- 
proach. He admits, @owev&r,-that the materi& he has used only allow non~polar Bnd 
medium polar phases to *be coated on@ glass; The elegant work- of NoVot& and 
Grohmann! and FartIe and Novotn~ wi*& mono&or&dimetbyl-~-@-chior6methyI- 
phenyl)butyl&iIane h& advanced the.concepk With this cornpIe% mc&&e;-however, 
-when a compatible &oup is itiserted, the group only ant~uz~ts io aboug 10 uA of th& 
mofecule anchor&l to the surface arid it is &likely that a powe&Ccffect c+@ be 
~&r&d*_ :-- _. = 

Work ;on car&&&& Grab’s ivork3 on .&e gas phase carbonisaiion of 
methylene chioride, leading to a fine Iayer of carbon &achd t&th& glass, allows only 
n~-p&S a&d rn&eW&y @ar~&S*-$-&&& ~I-: ;-- -:_ 

_&tchijq$ T’hc earlier etching work bfMoh& an> SaB&P, Brunt% and C&to& 
and kisefev” @rodg&dvery active surf&s wh&h weti otiy useful for &+&id cfh- 
matdgraphY._ T&e gas phase etctig usinghydr&en~cMo~de~ 6rsf suggested hy -Te+k 

-- &ad Ndvot@’ and later used by A@zder an$Rutte&~?_an$~ A$e%$nder e< &&=, S6 ~- 
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Akr qxpj ~fo ofk tie mosi fi-&fuZ tici gw&Sk&ap@roach _fb the production of a 
.t++sa@j coaeble Surface; This goa& however, has tiof yet .&en achieved. AHtough 
in -ret? 11: the authors Show that poIyethyIene glycol @?EG&XEJ and l:Z,Mris- 
(cya&thoxy)pro@&e ha~e zerq :&tact anglei on hydrogen chlorideetched glass 
and .&a~~ -iiz any case, it is only nece&ary.to have greater t@n 12 uA etching coverage, 
n0 wo&hs have been able to obtain cotnmns with efiiciencies of over 2,Nl9 plates/m 
with sutih phases coated onto glass colnm&, as far as we are aware. 

That ‘the compatibility approach has been unsuccessf&l is not surprising. A 
; study of Table lJJ in ref. 5 and of Table ZiI in ref. 1 I reveals that chem&al mod&a- 

tions have only increased the criticai surface tension of soft glass by a maximum of 
l-1 x 10m2 IV III-~ and 0.45 x 1CV2 NxL-~, respectively. In contrast, however, 
hydrogen chloride etching increased the critical surface tension by at least 2.2 x RF2 
N m-l up to a value of at least 5.2 x lOA N m-l, i.e., sufficiently high to enable any 
phase to wet this surface. 

Tans physical modScation of the surface rem&s in a far greater increase in 

critkaI surf- tension and it is a generai treatment applicable to all stationary phases. 
Chemical surface modification, on the other hand, has only a small effect on critical 
surface tension and it is a specific treatment which has to be tailored to the particular 
system under consideration. 

EXPERIMENTAL AND APPARATUS 

Production of the ttibrirg 
Prior to drawing, the glass tubes were treated by drawing up chromic acid into 

the verticalIy held tube which was then allowed to drain for at least 24 h. Because of 
the high viscosity, the walls of the tube were effectively in contact with the acid for 
this time. The tubes were then washed with distilled water and finally dried by sucking 
acetone through them_ 

Capillary tubes (coiled for columns and straight for contact angle measure- 
ments) were drawn from 7-mm-0-D. x I.&mm-I.D. scda glass (Gahenkamp, 
Stockton-on-Tees, Great Britain) and 7-mm-O-D. x I.2-mm-I.D. P.W.M. soda glass 
(Chance, Smethwick, Great Britain). 

A “home-made” glass drawing machineU was used. Communi&tion with 
other workers in the field of glass open-tube cohurms has indicated that problems are 
sometimes encountered with the coiling process. We have shown that to achieve 
trouble-free &Sing, it is essential that the straight ‘part of the coiling tube is at least 

-20 cm in length and that the non-earthed electric& couuection is situated on the fbst 
quadrant of -the co&g tube to ensure that breakages do not occur within the tube. 
This coiling tube is polished internally by rodding it with fine Carborundum paste and 
by.~ Iubricating it with c6Aquadag” (Acheson, Plymouth, Great Britain). In use 
.“Aqnadag” is also coated onto the glass capihary as it enters the coiling tube_ In this 
way the machine wiil p&%ze about 50 m of capitiry with almost no attention. 

The coibng tube was designed to produce coils of 13 cm in diameter. The 
internal diamet&r of cohrmns was 0.2 mm. This was achieved by using a drawing ratio 
ofabout4o:L - 

Tubes made fog experim~W work rather than columns were about 2 m in 
c~eng& &dWere formed into recfangtes about IO cm x 20 cm in size. 

. -- 
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.- Hydri~ge~~c~~~~e gas-was ge&a&$bytke action-of &ueen&ti~s&phuriti .. 
atid on sodium @ori& and it. tisfoun~ that t&rate of ~evoh&on of hydrogen. 
chloride gas was nom :even if old,. crushed IR sodium~hfo‘ride ceh~~i&dos(s W&e -. ; 
used rather than -Ar&tical~ Reagent quality sodium .ckloridel- v@ich’.ha&,a ‘s&her 
partic!&~si&. -In the exper@enta.! v~ork, etching- tias ~&r&d out at 2593: 360” and: 
4,W’ for various times; After etching, the tubes were ~pi.&&d wi&& nitrog~n~at .I Id” 
and .rhen were‘ir@nediate~y sealed at both ends. To .produ&‘%oubfe etcl&YX &k&& 
tke above pro&dure was car&d out twice. .- 

Methods of ccicqing~ 
Dynrzmic method fi. 0.2 cm’, or .15 o/0 -of the &okunn vokime for columns longer 

than. 50m, of-a S-15% v/v methylene chloride solution of thy stationatt phase .was 
introduced into the column by means of a mod&d l-ml Ham&on ‘-‘gas-tigk!” 
syringe. Tke solution was dried by ankydrous sodium s&hate- Ibefore use.. The 
syringe mod&&ion involves a “Swagelok” 1/16-in. stud dbuphng bored out so that 
it can be attached by means of epoxy resin glue to the Luer taper ofthe syringe. A 
perforated siheone rubber septum was used in the J/16+.1.. couphng for attaching the 
mod&d syringe to the glass column. The solution was forced through the &&mn 
by applying helium under pressure to move tke ‘%lug” at 0.02 m see-‘. The pressure 
was applied by means of a &rooks <Hatkefd, Pa., U.S.-A.) Model 8601 pressure 
tiontroller. B&use of the low gas -flow thr&gk the cokunn, a. vent (a Perkin-Elmer 
(Ijeaconsfield, &at Britain) Model F 1 I air restrictor Part No; 454-0032); was at- 
tacked downstream of the pressure controller to &sure a ‘good flow tkrougk the 
c&troller. A O-60 p:s.i.g. pressure indicator was also mounted~downstream of the 
pressure controller. A 10-m “tail” of similar glass tube was attached to the outlet of 
the cohrmn to keep the velocity of the “slug” constant as it Ieft the column. 

After the “slug” had left the column, the gas pressure Was r&s& -to smooth 
out. the “lenses” which invariabiy form and to. evaporate the solvent. Purging in tkis 
way was carried out for 3 k. Certain columns were coated twice by --repeating the 
above procedure but by passing the “slug” in the opposite direction on the second 
pass. 

Drrring the &atingprocedure the coil of tubing was mounted in the horizontal 
position and was-protected from sunlight and draughts in order to maintain a reason: 
ably constant temperature. 

Static methodx5. The co&m was filled with a 0.3-l oi v/v sdution of ffie sta- 
tionary phase irt metkylene chloride & otker suitable low-boiling solvent, Tke soiution- 
was dried by sodium snlpkatebefore r&e. Tke sohrtion and tke cokri& Were .deg&sed 
for- 5 min by .evacuating tke empty tiolumn, sealed at one end; -and ‘by applying a 
vacuum of 0.2 mm Hg to.-tke sokztion while coolin& m a solid carbon-djoxide-acetone 
mixture. The &lumn was &fed by breaking the sealed end and immediately-&nging~ 
it under tke.surfaE of the cooled, dega&ed solution’keid in a re+voir.at a k&i&t of 
30 cm abov& the end of tke cokxmn at w-kick tke va&um was &ppI.i&$ Wki. tke. tube -- 
wai fuiJ a&tke~vacuum was ~disconne+$ fro-m Athe coknnn; -a very s$.+&yphon w-as 
formed. .The~Io&~ .open -end of- the @umn was se&d by for+ng, For&$Q§II3rp. . 

~-. ..~ -. :... : 
: -. :.- _-.-_ 
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ee&&~@&& Peterborough;:Gr&t B&z+ -i&the :bore +th a f@ disposable 
i+jli&l q+ki@i’~~e ~fq3htit yki @so c~aie&iiou~d the .eiid- of the column and was 
-aQ&&io~-~ for.~ xi3 &&k+ .v&ich-it Gas coated %vith +iil varnish.. I : 

VI&, thi5.cofumsi ~pr&ted f&m draughts, the .saine .vaCrrrrm was applied at 
~tlk 0&50&e @ii@ th& seal&d ‘the soIvent~~as evaporated at-ambient temperature. 
-.F&$lin~ the y&l holds i$ith&i%he;~riifn$e; ev&xat@ shouid proceed smoothly. 
A-. s$%ess kite of 6040% has been achieved tith the above method of &&ng.-Iking 
acetof;e~as soketit, a 15-m~cohmm wai compfe’ied in &out 24 h. The rate of evapora- 
tion-de&eases -with tinic so .thhat it takes an impracticahy long tune to‘ make coiumns 
50-!00m-inI~~~bytirismethod.- 

+n&te~~ratic c&d dynumfc c&tingprocedures. In the experimental work, t-he 

&ectSof the solvent alone on the glass surface was studied by simulated static and 
dynamic coating. 

Isi the simulated static coating procedure, tubes 0.5-2 m in length formed into 
rectzkgks measking 10 cm x 20cm were submitted to the static coating described 

,above but~omitting the stationary phase; 
In the simulated dynamic procedure, similar tubes were used. A small “slug” 

of pure solvent w&s propelled at a velocity as close as possible to 0.02 m see-‘. The 
solvent was evaporated by maintaining the helium flow for about 1 h after the “slug” 
had left ‘the end of the tube. .. 

Degctivation pfocehre 
For c&mns to be coated with non-polar phases, the etched glass surface was 

deactivated using a procedure based on the method of Hastings et a1.16. The cohmm 
was f&t coated with 5% PEG-2OM in methylene chloride at a coating velocity of 

-0.01 III see-‘:After thesolvent.had evaporated, both ends of the cofumn were seafed, 
takin.g ian to exclude air as far as possible. The sealed column was maintained at 
250" for -16 h; after which it was washed out twice with 1 cm3 of methylene chloride 
and .-dried prior to coating with the non-polar phase. 

C&tact mrgle mearurernents 
Contact angle measurements using the capillary rise method were carried out 

on straight pieces of tube about 12 cm in length taken from the above-mentioned 
rectangular “coiumns”. It,was necessary to allow 2-3 h for the meniscus to reach its 
~maximum height before a measurement was made. 

The tube radius was measured by introducing a plug of mercury into the tube 
atid determining its length and wejght. 

Gas chromro~raph 
COIks were &aluat&l in a Perkin-Ebner F33 gas cbromatograph. l/S-in. 

GcGraphk&” .ferrules Type GF-F/822 with a I-mm hofe (ScientifkGlass Engineering, 
..: London, Great B&a@) were used-to attach the cohmms. 

Scmntig efection Mfcmxopy . . 

The s&n&g electron microscopy work- was carried out on a Cambridge 
S&&c& Mod8 2A. The tubes yeti Cnrshe& and suitable pieces sekcted for 

.~ 



RESrnTS AND DISCUSXON 

DLrcussion of experimenra( procedires 
Bro&crion _of tubing and coat&g procedures. During our early investigations 

into poor efficiencies obtained from both soda glass and %ex colmm, it was decided 
to study the coating process. A small amount of methyl violet dye~was inisorporated 
into the coating solution dukg t&e dynamic coating of methyl silicone oil SF 90. 
After the solvent had been evapcrated, two different types of dye intensity were noted. 
Firstly, a rapid variation in intensity along the length of-the column caused by the 
apparent- break up of the “lens& formed durin g the dynamic coating procedure. 
Thus even tbougb the ~“lenses” appear to be smoothed out as solvent evaporation 
proceeds, the higher dye intensity suggests that the stationary phase is thicker in these 
areas. We consider these areas are the main cause why use of the dyna&c procedure 
generally results in less efficient columns than in the case of ffie static procedure. As 
mentioned above, some of our columns were coated twice in opposite directions. 
Generally, these columns were very successful and we notedthat on the second pass 
fewer “ienses” were formed. The second type of dye intensity diEerences was of a very 
-gradual nature. If the column was mounted in such a manner that each coil touched 
its neighbour, the graduations in dye intensity along the cohunn could easily be seen. 
This variation led us to suspect that the internal diameter of thecolumn was sutIicientIy 
variable to cause variations in film thickness. 

Desty et ~1.'~ found bore variations of about f2% at a drawing ratio -of 
about 5O:l. We investigated the uniformity of the bore at three ciiff’rent drawing 
ratios by means of the mercury plug method abeady described. Fig. ‘r is a plot ‘of per 
cent standard deviation of the bore of 0.2~mm-I.D. columns versLes the drawing ratio, 
It shows that the bore becomes less unirorm as the drawing E&O increases. Thus, it is 
better to employ a low drawing ratio and to draw the column from tubmg of small 
diameter. 
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SZatzhiiry ph& PO&& Cqatihg iolat12n c&i& Filni fhickneqs X IOf {m) So&e 

.- 
- fm sec- 1) Pre&?zed by Determined 

vekity .’ 

Faz?bmthq- by V, 
Stubbs 

~M&yI d&one lO%‘v/v in CElci, 0.02 
.- 

EIOEF 0.15 0.17 beme 
oil MS-200 P-r 

B&(2-e& sn~Lisxl 2Oo/,.Y/Vin c?3cI3 0.02 0.30 0.32 decane 
bexyl)sebacate polar 

PEG400. pah 15 % v/v in C&Cl, 0.03 020 0.34 n-butanol 

We studied the applicability of the FairbrotherStubbs equationX7 to phases of 
varying polariw coated onto etched soda glass by the dynamic procedure. This equa- 
tion reiates the tial iilm thickness to the various parameters used in the coating 
procedure. Other workers5*1s-zc have shown that the equation wih predict the film 
thickness in their systems. Table I compares the Hrn thickness d, predicted by the 
FairbrotherStubbs equation and determined using the specific retention volume V,. 
As might be expected, prediction is less precise for the polar phase. This is presumabiy 
because V, data for polar phases are affected by the support used. 

Etching of so&z glass. Most of our columns were drawn from Chance PWM 
soda--lime glass. It has the following composition: SiO,, 71.4%; CaOi 4.6 %; NazO, 
.15-O%; ELO, 1.7%; MgO, 4.0%; Al&, 2.2%; BaO, 0.8%; and SO,, 0.2%. 

.A 50-m x 0.35 mm-ID. etched uncoated column m.ade from the above glass 
was lXed.with distilled w&er, sealed and heated for 3 h at 100”. It was then washed out 
and Ca, -Mg, K, Na, and Cl ions were determined in the washings. The washings were 
made up to 100 cm3 and found to contain 13.9 ppm of NaCl and 1.3 ppm of KCI; 
Ca and Mg ions could not be detected. This agrees with the fmdings of other workers1L 
that the etch consists mainly of sodium chloride. 

“Etching” is in fact a misnomer. Scanning electron microscopy shows that the 
glass surface is not corroded but remains as smooth as an untreated g&s. The 
sodium ions become mobile at the etching temperature. Because of their small diam- 
eter; they. can move freely through,the lattice. As they reach the surface they react 
with the hydrogen chloride to produce an efflorescence of sodium chloride crystals. 
The~migrating sodium ions leave behind a layer at the surface consisting essentially 
of silica. Thus-the etched surface consists of sodium chloride crystals on a smooth 
silica platform. The results obtained on our columns indicate that the system appears 
to behave..remarkably like a conventional white support. fn certain applications, 
however, the surface is less active; as will be seen from our work DEL the analysis of 
the]lower-fatty :acids, where it was unnece&ry to deactivate the surface. 

~@xki+of~iurjace treafments 
.- . . -T+e. I%,-l&nd N ihow cimtact~an&es obmiued for variously treated glass : _. 
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TABLE II 

CONTACT ANGLES OF THREE PHASES OF DIFFERENT POL4RiTY FOR ?ZTCHED AND 
UNEXCK-JED SODA GLASS SURFACES 

Tube No. Descn>tion of treaiment Contact angle 

MS-200 E?is[2-etiyfit~y1) PEG400 
sebacate 

1 No trea*Jnent; unetched 0” 24” 43” 
2 Etched for 3 h at 36OO” 0” 0” 0” 

surfaces. The figures quoted represent the average of a number of determinations and 
are, therefore, significant. It is estimated that the values of the contact angles ob- 
tained are accurate to i 10”. 

E&et of etching on the critical surface tension. The results in Table II demon- 
strate the effect of etching on the critical surface tension of soda glass. On the un- 
treated glass surface (tube No. 1) only MS-200 (surface tension y = 0.0203 Nm-I) 
exhibits a zero contact angle. Bis(2-ethylhexyl)sebacate (7 = 0.0311 Nm-I) and 
PEG-400 (r = 0.0425 Nm-l) do not completely wet the glass. The critical surface 
tension for untreated soda glass is, therefore, somewhat less than 0.0311 Nm-‘, 
which is consistent with the findings of Alexander and Rutten”. 

On a hydrogen chloride-etched surface (tube No. 2), all three stationary phases 
exhibit zero contact angles, which suggests that the critical surface tension of singly 
etched soda glass is in excess of 0.0425 N m-l. It is significant, however, that the 
etched tube (tube No. 3, Table III) is not completely wetted by the more polar 1,2,3- 
tris(cyanoethoxy)propane (r = 0.0519 N m-l). 

Role of the solvent used in coating. During the preparation of a column either 
by the dynamic or by the static procedure, the situation is further complicated by the 
presence of a solvent which may well affect the surface characteristics which deter- 
mine the wetting properties of the system. 

Other worker@’ have quoted critical surface tension and contact angle data 
but have not investigated the role of the solvent. Alexander and Rutten” have treated 
variously etched glasses with chloroform but have not related their findings to the real 
situation of column preparation. Their general conclusion from contact angle deter- 
minations ap_pears to be that almost any stationary phase can be coated onto etched 
glass, but examples of high-efli&ency glass capillary columns coated with polar pha 
are limited. 

Table III (tubes Nos. 4-6) demonstrates the effect of simulated static and 
dynamic coating procedures on the wetting properties of PEG-400 on etched soda glass. 
In each case, non-zero contact angles are obtained after solvent treatment. 

TCatz.we @etched surface. The above results led to more detailed investigations 
into the nature of the etched surface. Fig. 2a shows the scanning electron micrograph 
of a singly etched soda glass tube and Fig. 2b shows the electron micrograph of a 
singly etched tube after it has been subjected to a simulated dynamic coating proce- 
dure with acetone. No significant difference in *&e etching pattern is evident. It 
should be noted, however, that areas of uneven etching were present in a singly etched 
tube. Two effects were noticed: “macro” variations were present which were visible 
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COwAm ANGLES OF TWO POLAR PKASES ON VARiOUSLY TREATED’ETCHED 
SODA GLASS SURFACES 

nba? No. Description of treatment Contact at&e 

PEG-4OQ I,2,3-Tris(cyarwetfxoxy)propane 

Etched for 3 h at 360” 0” 20” _ 
Etched for 3 h at 360” + simulated 
static pr0c&ure with acetone 38” 
Etched for 3 h at 360” + simulated 
dynamic procedure with acetone 43” 
Etched for 3 h at 360” -+- simulated 

67” , 

staric procedure with methylene &lo- 
ride 22” 
Doubly etched for 2 x 3 h at 360” 0” 
Doubly etched for 2 x 3 h at 360” t 
simulated static procedure with acetone 0” 
Doubly etched for 2 x 3 h at 360” i 
simulated dynamic procedure with 
acetone 43” 

to the naked eye and “micro” variations in crystal size and distribution were apparent 
on the scanning electron micrograPhs. 

In an effort to obtain greater uniformity of etching, soda glass capillaries were 
subjected to a double etching procedure. In general, double etching improved the 
uniformity of crystal size and distribution but areas of uneven etching were still 
present. The electron micro,oraphs obtained for doubly etched glass (Figs. 3a and b) 
illustrate the variation in etching pattern. 

Doubly etched tubes were subjected to simulated static and dynamic coating 
procedures with acetone (Table III, tubes 8 and 9). A zero contact angle was obtained 
for PEG-400 after the simulated static procedure although dynamic coating still 
resulted in a non-wettable surface. 

Fig. 2 Electron micrograph of a tuk singly etched at 36OO” for 3 h (al before and (b) after simulated 
dynamic wating with acetone. 
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Fig_ 3. Electron micrographs of two areas from a f&e doubly etched for 3 h at 360”. 

Eflect of chromic acid treatment and etching temperature on etching pattern. A 
number of workers’2~18 have stressed the importance ofclc?ihing the glass with chromic 
acid prior to drawing the capillaries and Nei%.ovsi and TesaiW’ have shown that the 
critical surface tension of Pyrex glass can be substantially increased by treatment with 
chromic acid. 

Soda glass capillaries which had been drawn from glass tubes cleaned with 
chromic acid were subjected to various etching procedures, viz. 

Singly etched for 65 h at 25C” 
Doubly etched for 3 h at 360” 

Singly etched for 3 h at 450” 
Doubly etched for 3 h at 450”. 
The most even etching pattern was obtained by double etching at 360”. Fig. 

4 is a scanning electron micrograph of such a surface. Further electron micrographs 
taken at several different areas along the tube showed the same uniformity of etching. 

- 

Fig. 4. Electron micrograph of a tube doubly etched for 3 h at 360”. 
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Fig. 5. Ekctron micrograph of a tube singly etched for 65 h at 250”. 

Fig. 5 is an electron micrograph of a tube which had been etched for 55 h at 250”. 
The crystal size and distribution were extremely uniform but the tube had a paler ap- 
pearance than the tube etched at 3$1)” and this effect could readily be seen with the 
naked eye. 

Fig. 6 is the electron micrograph of a tube which had been doubly etched at 
450”. An uneven etching pattern was obtained 2nd variations in the intensity of etching 
were clearly visible to the naked eye. 

Table IV shows the results of a number of contact angle measurements on the 
v2riously etched tubes. 

Tubes which had been doubly etched at 360” exhibited zero contact angles 
with PEG-&XI after simulated d_ynamic coating procedures with acetone and 
methylene chloride (tubes Nos. 10-12). Complete wetting was also obtained with 
the very polar stationary phase 1,2,3+-is(cyanoethoxy)propane after a simulated dy- 

Fig. 6. Electron microgrzph of z tube doubly e%bed for 3 h at 450”. 
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Fig, 9. Chromatogram of G-C5 fatty acids on a f3-m x 0.3-mm&D. soda glass cohmn coated wib 
1~IEpe&adecamdicarboxylic acid. at K&Y_ 1 = 3-Methylbutyk acid; 2 = 2-~nethylbutyric acid; 
3 = sbuiyric acid; 4 = isobutyric acid; 5 = pmpiotic acid; 6 = acetic acid. 

theoretic&y nmxinmn possible plate number. T&e expression used to calculate the 
expetiental plate number was 

Calmm prepareCt, Table V shows performance data For columns coated with 
statidnary phases of various polarity. -In general, high plate numbers and coating 
e&&n&es were obtained particukrfy for the more polar columns. 

Cohmi~ .No; I, coated with bis(2&hyihexyl)sebacate, has been -used in the 
an&is of over 50 samples, mtiy~ containing more than 70 “A water, and has shown 
n0 decreqe in -performance. F%g. 7 is a chromatogram of a sampb of paint solvents 
co_@&nkg k&oqzs, esters-and aliphatic and-aromatic hydrocarbons which was am- 
Iysed On this cohmn and demonstrates -the .high efficiency and peak symmetry ob- 
tie& 

_Tg. SS shows a chroma~ograrE of a-test il2km-e cCma&zmg esse&&y @okr 
materials on a 2~,3-~s~cy~~f~op~e cohunn @uhunn No. 2).~ This cuhmn 
@&bited &I eBkiency of over 4KH plates mm1 and, as f&r as-we are aware, no &her 
workers havk produced_ cohunns of comparable efficiency coated with stationary 
p&se% df iSi% p&a&y. 
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Fig. 10. Cbromafopams of akohols, esters and ketones (up to Q on B 20-m x 0.2~mm-I.D. soda 
&s cohrnn coated with PEG400, at 50” (a) before heat tizatment and (b) after heat treatment and 
xeoating. 

coated PEG-400 column. Although peakwidths at half height am consistent with an 
efficient co+nn, alfpeaks show unacceptabte tailing. The column was, t&-efore, 
subjected to the previotily described deactivation procqiure based OIL the method of 
Hastings et c1.16 exazpt that instead of using PEG-20?8 the origioal coating of PEG- 
400 was subjected to. the prescribed heat treatment. A&x .washing the tibzmn with 
methyl-e chloride, it Was recoated dynami%lly with PEG-400. Fig. 1Ob sb&vs a 
cbromatogram of the same test mixture on the heat--ted c&mm. Syknetriczl 
r&l-free peaks are now obtained for ail compone&s, including alcohols. It is aqqmed 
&at the original pe& tailing w& caused by an uneven deposition of statiO_n+ry phase 
anti the etched glass Surface. The improvement -obfained on bet +&me+ can 
pres+zbIy by expIai.ued using the amc!ept fi&_idvariced by )iastings ef al.” fhat the 
high temperahqe increases the mobiity of the polymer chains contaceg the ~rirface 
and aZ.Iows them-to reaxangephy+xdl~ to a mki~.~~um po!ential energy-c&&$%&ion. 
.‘I@ resuking monolayer-is nozxxtractabl~ and &.capabk of being completely Wetted 
by a tindary f3m of PE+400. We hve pre@.red other PEG+Xk&mns and On 
exti o&&on have &&iced tb.esig&tiaxxt improvexqent.% _&I p&k sbap& after heat 
treatment, : -. - ~~. 

. 



Fig- II. Chromatogram of simtdated recyckd phthalats alcohols on a &?-m x 0.25mm4.D. soda 
giass column coated with OV-101, programmed from 10%3UO” at 3” m&P. 

had been deactivated by heat treatment with PEG-20M prior to coating. The peak 
shape of polar materials is partict&rly good OQ this column, which is clearly demon- 
strated by the alcohol components which appear as -the first group of peaks in the 
chromatogram.~The second group of peaks are the phtllalate esters. 

Column No. 6 is a further OV-101 columu which was prepared by a double 
dynamic coating procedure and shows over twice the etficiency of the singiy coated col- 
umn hro. 5. As stated previously, double coating generally produces very good col- 
umns and we have noticed a tendency for reduced lens formation during the second 
pass of the plug of coating solution.~This phenomenon warrants further investigation. 

CONCLUSZONS 

It is conchrded that the double etching procedure described in this paper en- 
ables glass open-tube cohunns to be coated with the most polar phases. 

1% is also concluded that it is not possible to predict the success or failure of a 
column by carrying. out contact angle. measurements of the phase on hydrogen 
chloride-etched soda g&s. The deleterious efkct of ffie solvent used in the static and 
dynamic coating procedures must be taJsen into account. For the polar phases used 
in this work double etching overcame the elect of the solvent. 

For open-tube columns coated with PEG-400 an improved performance was 
obtained if the coated column was heated, washed out, and subsequently recoated. 

-r&s are due to Mr. John Muriss of the BP Research Centre, Sunbury, for 
his work on the scanning eleckron microscopy. Permission to publish this paper has 
been given by the Bri&h Petroleum Company Limited. 




